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DETACHABLE SUM1MARY

Feasibility of Isolating Vulnerable Equipment
of the Electric Power System

from Sources of EMP

by

E. K. Stanek

The possibility of protecting vulnerable items of equipment in

the electrical power system from EMP by remote and manual switching,

is explored in this study. The remote switching would be performed

using existing supervisory control equipment. Manual. switching

would be performed by dispatched personnel. The extent to which

the required switching could be performed in the nation's power

systems was investigated through data available in tha literature

and a series of interviews with personnel froum electric utilities.

The conclusion is that about onc half of the nation's power system

could be switched to protect equipment on the distribution system.

If this switching is properly coordinated with changes in generation,

it would not only protect vulnerable equipment from EMP, but would

also place the system in a more secure state with respect to system

stability.

Problems related to performing the proposed switching are

discussed, including the effects of the switching on the nation's

power systems and the general population. In addition, the extent to

which utility personnel could be depended upon to perform switching

was discussed.

The impact of new arrester designs using zinc oxide semi-

conducting material was assessed as not important in the short run,

even though their characteristics are superior to those of existing

designs. This is due to thU long useful life of units in the field.

""..TACHABLE SUMMARY
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SCOPE OF WORK

The contractor shall furnish necessary facilitiec, personnel,

and materials in order to conduct a study to explore the feasibility

of electric system operators isolattng circuit brpeaers and trctns-

formers from transmission lines through remote switching by super-

visory control panels, and manual switchi ng at the substations in

order to avoid power fuilures caused by electromagnetic pulse (EIP).

A minA.num of 15 minate advance nuclear attack warning is assumed,

Specific work and services shall includes

1. Extensive and thorough review of available research

reports on the EW jhenomena. as it relates to (L) electric power

systems, and (b) single-line diagrams for powar systems In the

State of Colorado.

2. Determine the feanibility of manual isolation of

vulnerable equipment upon receipt ot' attack warning. Feasibility

should be studied in Colorado Syrings (risk area) and Fr-eemont

County (host area) of Colorado.

3. Report findings for Colorado and generalize the results

to electric systems nationwide.

4. Nationwide projections will consider current Crisis

Relocation Planrning (CRP) guidance on power systems in Colo-adn

with application to a location to be selected by the Government.

5. Prepare progress and quarterly reports as described in

Article III and submit in five copies to the Contracting Officer's

Technical Rcpresentative (CGarh) appointed in Article IV and xith one

copy to the Contracting Officer.



6. Prepare a draft final report and, after review and

approval, a final report as described in Article III,
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ABSTRACT

This report evaluates the feasibility of isolating vqulnerable

equipment of the electric power system from sources of electromagnetic

pulses (EDT) through the use of supervisory control and dispatched

personnel to perform remote and manual switching, respectively, in

distribution substations.

The data contained in this report were obtained primarily

through interviews of electric utility personnel. The conclusion

drawn from these data is that it is possible to isolate a significant

portion of the vulnerable equipment in the distribution system from

sources of EMP. This would not only reduce the number of failures

of equipment in the distribution system (and hence system faults),

but would also configure the system in a more secure state -tith

respect to eleotromechztnical stability. Problems associated with

the transition from the normal system state to the new operating

state and the restoration of service to loads after the attack are

discussed.

The report also contains information on the development of a

neai 16hLLt•dI• arrebr desl6n tuhat ras better Eir chanacteristics than

existing designs.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Feasibility of Isolating Vulnerable Equipment
of the Electric Power System

from Sources of EDI

by

E. K. Stanek

The possibility of protecting vulnerable items of equipment in

the electrical power system from ENP by remote and manual switching,

is explored in this study. The remote switching would be performed

using existing supervisory control equipment. Manual switching

would be performed by dispatched personnel. The extent to which

the required switching could be performed in the nation's poser

systems was investigated through data available in the literature

and a series of interviews with personnel from electric utilities.

The conclusion is that about one half of the nation's power system

could be switched to protect equipment on the distribution system.

If this switching is properly coordinated with changes in genezation,

it woni,_d not rnil. protect vulnerable eauioment from EMP. but would

"a-lso place the system in a more secure state with respect to system

stability.

Problems related to performing the proposed switching are

discussed, including the effects of the switching on the nation's

power systems and the general population. In addition, the extent to

which utility personnel could be depended upon to perform switching

was discussed.



The impact of neui arrester designs using zinc oxide semn-

conducting material was assessed as not important in the short run,

even though their characteristics are superior to those of existing

designs. This is due to the long useful life of units in the field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose of the study

A high-altitude nuclear detonation causes current to flow in the

atmosphere due to Compton scattering. This current generates an

electromagnetic pulse (Wtt) which propagates to the earth's surface

where it induces currents and voltages on conductors over a wide

geographical area. The purpose of this study is to determine the

feasibility of isolating vulnerable equipment of the electric power

system through the use of tha supervisory control system to perform1L|
remote switching or by dispatching personnel to perform manual switch-

ing.

B. Review o-' EMP

The physical phenomena that account for the production of an

E"< when a high altitude nuclear detonation occurs have been reviewed

in many reports. 1-? A deep understanding of the physics leadirn to

an EMP is not required to understand this report. It is only necessary

that one have a knowledge of the effects that the EMP can produce on

an electric power system.

When a nuclear device is detonated 50 km or more above the

earth's surface, primary gamma rays are produced which interact with

the atmosphere between altitudes of 20 and 40 kn. This interaction is

primarily by Compton scattering with electrons of air molecules.

These electrons move downward away from the burst in a trajectory that

is bent by the earth's geomagnetic field. It is these accelerated

electrons that radiate the EM? from the region of the atmosphere that



is both within the line of sight of the burst and between the

-Ititudes of 20 and 40 kJn. In addition, secondary electrons are

produced by the primary electrons which are accelerated in the

opposite direction by an electric fibld produced by the charge

separation. This secondary electron current flows roughly in the

opposite direction as the primary current.

Based on calculations, the FVL2 from a high altitude burst of a

large nuclear device may have an electric field strength of 90 kV/m
8

and a risetime of 10 nanoseconds. Its time to half value would be

in the range of 30 to 200 nanoseconds. Because of the long, unshield-

ed conductors in a power system, very large transient voltages with

rapid l.setime8 result. The surges are similar to lightning surges

but the risetimes are much faster (by a factor of t00).

The emphasis in this discussion has been on high altitude

detonations. Near-surface detonations also produce EMP, but they

don't have the large geographical coverage that are characteristic of

high-altitude bursts. In fact, the heat and over - pressure affects

of the blast are more severe than the EMP effects. An Important point

is that for a high-altitude burst, the entire atmospheric umbrella

defined above radiates. Thus, the EMP field below this atmospheric
-'-

umbrella does not decrease in intensity as r from the burst

location. The EMP field occurs everywhere within line of sight of the
9

burst. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Clearly, EDP is different thban

other power system disturbances, such as lightning or switching surges,

in that the EMI covers a large percentage of the nation's power systems

at essentially the same instant, rather than a single line or sub-

station.

2
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Based on calculations it is possible for a long line, oriented

for worst case (maximum) pick up of voltage, to experience an

EMP induced transient voltage of 4 MV. A typical waveform might

have a magnitude of 1.5 MV and a risetime of 10 nanoseconds with

.a duration of I microsecond. Fig. 2 shows a typical EMP waveform. 9

C. EMP effects on power systems
10

Manweiler enumerates possible EMP disturbances that might

result on an electric power system. A short summary of these effects

will now be presented, with emphasis placed on the equipment that

might be damaged by EMP.

1. Faults on overhead lines - The voltage induced on an overhead

line is basically a common mode effect. That is, all phases are

affected equally so that line-tc-line voltages are minimal but line-

to-neutral values are significant. The induced voltages at line

discontinuities (terminations, junctions, changes in direction, etc.)

are more severe than the long straight portions of the line. ThLs,

faults in substattlois are quite postible. This is true in spite of the

presence of lightning arresters which have a significant turn up of
8

spaxkover voltage for the fast rise-time EMP waveform. The problem

of lightning arrester turn up will be covered in detail in Chapter IV.

The insulation level of transmission lines will probably allow

them to withstand the stress of one or even repetitive EMP's. On

the distribution lines, this is probably not the case. The EMP

induced surges may cause numerous faults on the distribution system.

Once these faults are initiated by the EMP they will be naintainad by

the flow of power frequency current. Faults that occur on overhead

4
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lines may be cleared by the operation of relays and circuit breakers.

In addition, if the line is reclosed after the fault is cleared, the

reclosure will probably be successful since no permanent conducting

path for current exists. However, successive EMP-induced faults may

cause reclosing circuit breakers and reclosers to lock out.

2. Lock out of reclosers and reclosing circuit breakers. - Most

distribution lines are protected by some sort of device that recloses

the line after a fault is cleared. All such devices have a common

characteristic; if they count a certain number of faults (usually

3 or 4) in a specified period of time they will lock out or not

reclose until they are reset manually. If a series of EMP induced

faults occurs in a short period of time (a nat~er of minutes),

+hi Q w l be interprente. lv t.he re-loser or r.:Closing circuit

breaker to be a permanent fault. This could result in a sudden loss

of load on the electric power system.

3. Destruction or malfunction of relays - Most relays in the electric

power system would not be vulnerable to damage or malfunction due to

EMP sulrges. Only solid-state relays would be vulnerable. These

electromechanical back-u; set of relays. This is a particularly

vulnerable item. The EWP may cause these relays to fail in an

unsafe mode (causing the line to trip out).

4. Generator trip out - Generators may be tripped out by two separate

and distinct effects. First, the EMP may induce voltages and currents

in the generator control circuits that cause the generator to trip out.

6



Secondithe disturbances caused in the power system (distribution

system faults, etc.) may cause the generator to trip out due to

overspeed or underspeed.

5. Interference with tie-line monitoring or control - Various

transmission systems are connected by tie lines. The flow of power

on these lines is constantly monitored and controlled. These monitor

and control circuits could suffer direct damage due to EMP or they

could cause tie lines to be severed due to abnormal power flows

during the period subsequent to the EMP-induced faults on the systems.

6. Damage to or malfunction of computerized control and dispatch

centers. - Several large systems and power pools have installed

computerized control and dispatch centers to monitor the system

operation with the goal of optimal economic operation as well as

monitoring and control for system security. The digital computers in

these system security centers are subject to memory erasure and/or

upset due to EIP unless the buildings in which they are located are

specially shielded from FMP. Operational malfunctions create tem-

porary problems with the use of a device (such as false tripping of a

relay), as opposed to permanent physical damage to the device. The

protection of computers from EMP involves known technology, but it is

accompanied by significant additional cost.

`rom the above it can be seen that there are numerous items of

equipment that can be damaged due to EMP, either directly or indirectly.

In subsequent chapters, the feasibility of protecting some of these items

of equipment by performing remote switching with the



supervisory control system or jmanual switching using dispatched

personnel will be explored.

D. Žportance of EN? protection of electric power systems

The possible damage that could be caused on an eloctric power

system by EMP was reviewed in the previous section. The importance

of this potential damage is that it is very widespread geographically.

When heat and over-pressure effects are present, they are generally

much more serious than possible EMP effects. Damage radii for various

item3 of power system equipments have been established for different

11
sizes of weapons. These are shown in Table I. From the table it

can be seen that many power system components will not be damaged

unless they are relatively close to a target (within 4 to 22 niles).

Apparently no quantitative analysis has been made to use these data

with an assumed list of targets and weapon yields to determine the

percentages of power components that would be damaged. Depending upon

the number of weapons, it is conceivable that a sizable portiou of

the nation's power systems would escape damage from the blast, unless

targeted, but would be subjected to damage by EMP.

One could envision the possibility that the combined effects

of faults caused by lines broken or knocked down by blast effects and

faults induced by EMP could lead to a nationwide blackout. Little

can be done 'o alleviate the effects of the blast. However, the

combined effects of moving some of the vulnerable equipment off-line

(thus reducing the number of Elf-induced faults) and placing the power

system into a more secure state could avoid a nationwide blackout.



TABLE I

BOMB DAMAGE SUMMARY

SUMMARIZED FROM (DEPA, 1962)

Feature Damage Radii (ýai) Type & Extent of Famage
IMT 5MT 10MT

Transmission line Inside damage zone, lines
radial orientation 3.7 6.3 8.0 are broken & down - not

operating. Outside zone
line is easily repaired.

Transmission line More severe damage than
transverse radially oriented. Diffi-
orientation 5.0 8.6 10.8 cult to repair.

Transmission line Less severe than to surface
underground 8.z 1.7.7 22.3 lines. Damaged by secondary

effects. Many still usable.

Buildings used to Building damage occurs but
house generating equipnent inside is generally
facilities 3.7 6.3 8.6 undamaged although possibly

inoperable.

Distribution Usually undamaged up to
transformers, 5 psi. At over 5 they are
outside 4.0 6.8 8.6 overturned & damaged.

Fire zone 4.5 7.7 9.7 Widespread fires in these
areas. Poles may be des-

delayed.

9



One could idealize the configuration that one would like to

achieve for the electric power system in order to rrake it as

resistant to blast and EIP effects as possible. First, one would

like to move as many vulnerable items of equipment as possible

off-line and second, reduce the system load to as smalJ, a value as

possible. If possible, 't would be desirable to increase the

spinning reserve by I-_,a extra units on line. In the assumed

warning period ti-s would bu difficult. When the inevitable faults

occur, the tendency for the generators to accelerate and loads to

de,:elerate are reduced sharply if the load is as small as possible.

Justification for the above remarks is as follows. An

electric power system is always in a more secure state when its

spixn~iL -re•eve is 6ireaLe. Tis ani ble vlsuaizud by LiBe etul

area criteria for stability or other analytical means. EMP effects

may cause a reduction in load but the resulting dynamic response -

of the system could cause the system to break up into islands. With

the imaximum. number of units on-lin't•, there is a greater possibility

of each island having adequate generation. This is a very complex

subject and has been the focus or an extensive report.'

E. Scope of research

The primary goal of the research was to determine the

feasibility of isolating the vulnerable equipment of the electric

power system from sources of EP2 by remote switching through the use

of supervisory control or by manual switching by personnel dispatched

to substations. This was to be done for the power systems in the

host and risk areas used in crisis relocation planning studies

10



(PReemont County and Colorado Springs), the state of Colorado and

the United States. The feasibility of isolating equipment was tc be

determined for assumed warnings of 15, 30 and 45 minutes. One

must recognize the distinct possibility of a precursor EMP attack

from a submarine, in which case there may be no warning at all.

Secondary goals included the evaluation of the most vulnerable

items of direct power system equipment (generators, transmission and

distribution lines, transformers, circuit breakers, disconnect switches,

etc. ), as well as auxiliary equipment (potential and current trans- ii

formers, relays, control circuits, etc.). An additional goal was to

evaluate the impact of new power system technology on EMP suscepti-

bility, in particular, new lightning arrester designs.

F. Methodology of data collection

The primary goal is actually to determine the feasibility of

taking any meaningful action during the short period of time available

between the first warning of an attack and the occurrence of the first

few high altitude detonations. Thus, the most vital information is

quantitative data on the percentages of substations in which switching

could be performed in assumed warning periods of 15, 30 or 45 minutes.

Switching at power plants will not be considered since switching at

power plants will cause unit trip out due to overspeed when load is

lost suddenly. The two primary vehicles for performing switching are

by remote switching using supervisory control equipment or by manual

switching by qualified personnel of power companies dispatched, to

individual substations.

A quick literature review yielded no direct data on tither the
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degree of saturation of supervisory control or the ability to reach

unattended substations within a 15, 30 or 45 minute warning period.

A series of utility interviews was selected as the best method of

obtainin& the required data. The goal of these interviews was not

only to obtain the above mentioned quantitative data but also some

ir•.ormation on the impact of the proposed actions on the power

system operation, It was felt that this could best be judged by the

rersonnel who operate the nation's power systems on a day - to - day

basis. It was also felt that the utility personnel could provide

important data on the components of the system that they felt were most

vulne-able to EMP induced transientc, Finally, data on the location I
and type of lightning arresters applied in the system were sought

because they offer some protection from E71t1.

The questionnaire used in the utility interviews to gather in-

foIration covering the above facts is listed in Appen6.ix B.

Another source of information that was anticipated was the

manufacturers of supervisory control equipment. One compary was

found that had performed a marketing survey on the degree of saturation

.. -er'....... J.... qp,-iJ,. These data were very helpful in

verifying the conclusions reached from the utility interviews.

The size of the sample used for utility interviei-" was an item

of concern. There are over 3000 electric utilities in the United

States. Clearly it would not be economically feasible to survey a

significant portion of this -arge number of companies. However, it is

possible to interview a few companies that represent a significant

portion of the nations generating capacity (and customers served).

12



This problem of statistical significance of the data gathered will

be examined in detail in Chapter II.

G. Utility Objectives

Generally, electric utilities have as one of their primary goals

the continuity of service to their customers. This study represents

the proposal of k radical action (dropping customers) as far as utility

personnel are concerned. It is assumed that it is more important to

preserve or protect vulnerable equipment during an EMP threat than to

maintain continuity of service. The ability to re-establish the system

after an attack is more important than maintaining the system during

an attack.

Utilities feel that interties to neighboring utilities are vital
to sy.tcm rclIabil.t.+ Turng the proposedf disnnrnt proedrerps and

during the attack it may be better to severe the ties between companies.

This is a difficult question to answer without complex system stability

analysis. Certainly the possibility of breaking the transmission grid

prior to an attack should not be dismissed.

Because customers will be dropped by disconnecting distribution

substations through the proposed actions there will be regions with

power interruption. This condition will not be considered a black-

out. The term blackout will be reserved for the widespread loss of

electrical service resulting from a loss of synchron.sm and generating

units being tripped off line.

V
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II. TABULATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

A. Tabulation of Raw and Percentage Data

Complete data on the saturation cf supervisory control and the

ability to perform manual switching were obtained for eight electric

utilities. Actually, two of these were service corporations

representing a total of ten operating companies, so that the data

represent sixteen operating companies.

These data will now be analyzed on a statistical basis.

Redundant data are available from a marketing survey and these will

be used as a check on the data collected in the survey. The

statistical analysis will include the determination of the absolute

percentages of substations with supervisory control, substations with

attendants, plus substations without an attendant or supervisorr

control that can be manually switched in 15, 30 or 45 minutes.

These data are presented in a series of tables. Table Ii contains

the raw data for the eight companies for which data were gathered.

Table III contains the data for each company expressed as a percentage

of the number of substations on the system. Table IV lists the

data. for the cmiaon,-f' ail ai-t~h .,,,r.,-+cn. and T~-abc V4.lists 4-Lle

same results with the American Electric Power Service Corporation

omitted from the totals. The reasons for omitting data for the

companies of the American Electric Power Service Corp. will be

presented below.
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TABLE II

Raw Data for Eight Power Companies Interviewed

HA

o o ..c ..•,

1 0 0 0* 5** 50

2 4(7 (17 162 0

A0 9 0
Q)5 74 3**

7 100 0.. 12 5022

rd.
S0

4- 4so) et C

Company* oo l Eio 4 L.

1 200 100 0 90** *5-*

2 4+0 7 0 17 16 0

3 23 3 0 9 5 6

4 290 90 0 1OOXXX i00~*-* 0

5 174 166 2 3* 3**x-* 0

6 925 90 11- 250 50 25

7 1000 0 12 50 25 25

8 1163 106 0 209 208 0

•*emxDany legend: 1- Public Service Co. of Colorado

2- Dept. of Public Utilities, Colorado Springs

3- La. Plata Electric Co.

4+- Wisconsin Electric Co.

5- Comm~onwealth Edison Co.

6- Niagar4 Mohawk Power Co.

7- American Electric Power Service Corp.

8- Allegheny Power Service Corp.

** exact data - almost al~l in 15 imin., remainder In 30 or 45 muin.

**exact data - remainder in 15 or 30 muin.

*~*exact data - remainder in 15 or 30 muin,



TABLE III

Data for Eight Power Companies Interviewed Expressed as a Percentage
of Number of Substations

oo~~~a•*- r. r-. '•l . •

W 0

0.

2 7*00 4. *4. 0.

5 9f4 1. .7 C.7 0.0

'CD
rd >)

H 42 2 54 H

~0 cd +.0 +)0
-Company* 0

1 50.0 0.0 45.0 2.5 2.5

2 17.5 0.0 42.5 40.0 0.0

3 13.0 0.0 39.1 21.7 26.1

4 31.0 0.0 34.5 34.5 0.0

5 95.4 1.2 1.7 1.7 0.0

6 9.7 1.2 27.0 5.4 2.7

70.0 1.2 5.0 2.5 2.5

8 9.1 0.0 18.0 17.9 0.0

* C-a,iy legend sa-me as Table I
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TABLE IV

Composite Results for the Eight Companies Interviewed - Raw mata
and Percentages

r. ( r-4 iO r-ý L r-i O

E4-t-

0 0 OH OH OH 0
--4 4f

0 - r
4

03 W >D 8! 52 13 W78 '171 U) 1'd
C. CH (2Ca -9C C).zC ). z a)
0 00 0O.C OC OC O..C - 0r
P-erce 0t Dt -- C0.0 0--1 -3. - 1.- -H0.

) 3-d a) 4-1 4) r; 4-)7 -P ) -P

ý1 en. +,5 324 11 el0 TII n 31
M ) 4 Q V2 C CC W 0 n c 1ý )c

Data Typ, -4 Ca0r Q/., ~C-1 I

Raw Da.ta 3815 .562 25 728 412 61 2027

Percentage Data -- 14.7 0.7 19.1 10.8 1.6 53.1

TABLE 7

Composite Results for Seven Companies Interviewed (cE omitted)-
Rlaw Data and Percentages

rq 02 C r-1 Cd ,- Cd - Cr1F
0H C cd cdH 0H rdCQ 1

0 00 0 OH OH -OH1 1E

F.O -H0 O - d-r d C -fl

U) -4 U2 a) 0 ( n 4 W0M

Perena0 Daa- 0.0 0 0 2. O3ZC 1.3 4o.5

-4~ P-I -~+5 ~ - -- '17-~



Anal~ysis of Data

Examination of Tables II to V yields some interesting information.

First, the electric utilities in the sample are of a diverse nature.

For instance, in Table II, it can be seen that the system with the

least substations had only 23 (and no generation of its own) while

the system with the most substations had 1163. In addition, one can

see that the attended substation is basically not a significant

factor in this study since less than 1% of all substations in the

eight companies are attended. Perhaps the most important statistic

from these four tables is that over 50% of the 3815 substations in

the eight companies interviewed could not be switched either manually

or with supervisory control during an assumed warning period of 45

minutes.

Closer examination of the tables reveals that the data from thc

American Electric Power Service Corporation have a profound influence

on the composite results. American Electric Power Service Corporation

has 1000 of the 3815 substations in the eight company totals. This is

over 25% of the total and because American Electric Power (AEP) has no

supervisory control in their substations, omitting this company from

the averages increases the percentage of substationz writh supervibuiy

control from 14.7% to 20.0%. Similarly, omitting AEP reduces the

percentage of wubstations that connot be switched remotely or

manually in 45 minutes from 53.2' to 40.5%.

The impact of the AEP data may be critical in the final con-

clusions drawn about the feasibility of the proposed protective actions.

For instance, if one is able to switch 59,5% of the substations in 45
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minutes he can take more effective action than if he is able to switch

only 46.8% of the substations in the same time frame, assuming the in-

crease in percentage implies that more critical loads are protected.

Tn an effort to answer questions regarding the size of the sample

and whether AEP is only an anomaly that should be dropped from the

totals, further analysis of the data to obtain confidence limits will

be presented,

B. Confidence Limits

When one realizes that there are over 3000 public and privately

owned electric utilities in the United States, it is clear that

eight utilities and service corporations (or sixteen individuaa

operating companies) represent a very small sample size. In fact,

the sample is only 0.533% of the total number of companies, if one

considers the sample to consist of 16 operating companies. However,

one should realize that it is the number of substations or customers

that is of most interest, rather than the number of companies,

One way to analyze the data related to the saturation of

rupervisory control is to look at the percentage of substations

with supervisory control for each company as a statistical observation,

without regard to the number of substations in the system. There are

eight observations available, so that one can compute the mean,

standard deviation and confidence limits in these results assuming a

normal distribution.

One can compute similar quantities for the percentage of

attended substations, and unattended substations that have no super-

visory control but can be reached to perform manual switching in 15, 30

19



or 45 minutes.

Using data from Table III, the mean value of percentage sat-

uration of supervisory control is

i n

H x (i)
i=

Using the eight values from Table III,one obtains 3 = 28.21%.

Similarly, the variance is

1 ns= fl-X (x xfz (2) -
j=1 ;_ I (x 3 2(2

Using the eight values from Tablelil and Y calculated above one obtains

s = 1.27%. The fact that s and X are nearly equal indicates that

one needs a large number of observations to be reasonably confident

that the calculated mean is close to the actual mean. To be specific,

one..... •h . . .. col±ufidence limits in the means. The 955

confidence limits are

r- t ni 1,CK/2 S/ /Jn <14p<c + tf 4 01,X/2 S/ j / n

The quantity tn-1, C /2 is called the "t" statistic and is

tabulated in many books on statistics. i2 For the eight observations

of porcentage of subbtations with super-isory control of Table III the

95% confidence limits are calculated as 2.06% and 54.36%. This means

that one can be 95% confident that the actual mean value of percentage

of substations with supervisory control (unweighted) is in the range

of 2.06% to 54.36%. Obviously, this is quite a large range. One can

estimate the number of observations needed to produce 95% confidence

limits with a specified width. The number required is

20



5

N d (4)l

where Z _ /2 is the "Z" statistic

s is the standard deviation in %

d is the desired tolerance in %

Some question may exist concerning the use of the "Z" statistic in

equation 4 instead of the "t" statistic. This is justified upon the

basis that the number of observations predicted will be generally

quite large. To determine the mean with a tolerance of 5% with 95%

confidence limits one would need

N = ( (1.96) (31.27) )2 = 151 observations5

Quant~t-es s-ia _t hs (7, 5 m-n N) c-an be computedc fnr atten-ded

substations-and substations that can be switched manually in 15, 30 or

45 minutes.

Table VI lists the means, standard deviations, upper and lower

95% confidence limits and the number of observations needed to get

the 95% confidence limits within ±5%. Table VII lists the same

quantities as Table VI for the set of seven utilities formed by omitting

data for the American Electric Power Service Corporation.

The preceding analysis assumes that all systems have the same num-

ber of substations and that the number of systems in the population

is infinite. Because this is not the case, it is possible to select

20 or 30 of the largest companies in the United States and cover the

majority of the nation's customers and have reasonable corfidence

that the results are close to the actual values. To a lesser extent,



TABLE VI

Means, Standard Deviations, 95% Confidence Limits and the Number of
Observations Needed to Get 95% Confidence Limits for the Eight

Companies Interviewed

0 C

H -H 0 . 0* . C-)

Obsery tion W ."

oH r. -4••. .-

Quantity -

Mean (R) 28.21 0.45 26.60 15.78 4.23

Standard Deviation (S) 31.27 0.62 16.78 15.28 8.93

Lower 95% Confidence
Limit in Mean 2.06 0.00 12.57 3.00 0.00

Upper 95% Confidence
Limit in Mean 54.36 0.97 40.63 28.56 1i.70

Number of Ovservatlons
Needed to Get 95%
Confidence Liaits
within + 5% (N) 151 1 44 36 13

22
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TABLE VII

Means, Standard Deviations, 95% Confidence Limits and the Number of
Observations Needed to Get 95% Confidence Limits for Seven Companies

(AEP omitted)

U))

O 0) Cl)

o ..c .C
.0 + , +f0 "50+5

4-1 P -HJ-
Observation 0 a

0 id ,f

0-i 0

So cr5 o' •

Quantity 0

Mean (i) 32.24 0.34 29.69 17.67 4.47

Standard Deviation (s) 31.46 0.59 15.48 15.46 9.62

Lower 95% Confidence
Limit in Mean 5.93 0.00 16.75 4.74 0.00

Upper 95% Confidence
Limit in Mean 58.55 0.83 42.63 30.60 12.5A

Number of Observations
fl- - .3 - .5 ± .0 f

Confidence Limits
within + 5% (N) 153 1 37 37 15
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this is what occurred with the sample that was actually used. Of the

eight companies selected, six would be considered large companies.

These six companies represent the bulk of the generation capacity and

substations in the eight company sample used.

It should be remembered that the primary interest is the ability

to perform switching operations to protect the system by moving

vulnerable equipment off line. Thus, the sample size in companies

is not as important as the sample size in terms of load or number of

substations.

With this in mind, the size of the sample was examined from a

second point of view. The nation's generating capacity is in the

range of 500,000 MW or 500,000,000kW. The eight companies inter-

viewed have a total capacity that is over 50,000 MW or 50,000,000kW.

Thus, the eight companles have over one-tent.h of the naotioý's generating

capacity.

It may seem odd that such a small number of companies could

produce such a significant percentage of the nation's electric

power when there are around 3000 companies in the United States.

However, many of these 3000 companies are very small municipal power

comnanies r-1d rnl_-r electric association cooperatives. Most of these

companies serve customers directly but buy their electric energy from

larger companies or government agencies such as TVA or BPA.

In summation, it may be stated that the confidence limits as

predicted by the statistical techniques are much broader than they

should be because the sample included several large companies. flue to

these large companies, it is felt that a significant portion of the
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nction's substations have been included in the percentages calculated.

It should be pointed out that data from another source have been

obtained to verify the percentage of substations witb supervisory

control. However, it is important to show the stat.stical significance

of the data obtained by interviews on attended substations and the

ability to perform manual switching in unattended substations without

supervisory control in 15, 30 or 45 minutes since no other data are

available for these quantities.

C. Comparison of Data from Various Sources

The primary source of data other than the interviews of electric

utilities was a survey of electric utilities conducted by Moore

Systems and presented in a special report that appeared in the July

15, 1977 issue of Electricýal World. 13 This survey included more

companies although it is not as thorough as the utility interviews

conducted during this study. It was addressed to companies in North

America serving a peak load of 100MW or more. It is not clear

whether the survey included Canada and Mexico. The results presented

are limited to the total number of substations and the number of

substations that are equiped with supervisory control. It is inter-

esting that the data were sparated into tranzs-ission sLubjLatilons and

distribution substations. The essential data are summarized in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
Data From Mooire Systems Survey

Type of Substation* Total Number With Supervisory Control

Transmission 18600 8200

DIstribution 57800 6800

* companies in North America serving 100MW or more
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Analysis of the data in Table VIII reveals some interesting facts.

The percentage of total substations with supervisory control is 19.63l%.

This is remarkably close to the percentage of substations of the

utilities interviewed that had supervisory control if the data for the

American Electric Power Service Corporation are omitted (20.0%). It is

apparent that the American Electric Power Service Corporation incorpor-

ates unusual design and operating philosophies in their operating

companies. This design philosophy leans heavily on automated respon:ýe

to system disturbances and de-emphasizes the use of dispatcher control

of the system through supervi;ory control. Thus, inclusion of AEP

distorts the statistical analysis. This is a very important conclusion

because the data for American Electric Power Service Corporation not

only affect the percentage of substations with supervisoj)' cuntrol iUU

also the percentage of substations that can be reached for manual

switching in 15, 30 or 45 minutes. Because there are no other data

available for these quantities it is important that one can imply that

the peŽrcentages for these quantities with AiL omitted are applicable.

Thus, one can have significant confidence in the data of Table V which

indicate that almost 60% of the substations could be switched either

remotely or manually in a 45 minute period. These data are presented

graphically in Fig. 3 for all eight companies while Fig. 4 shows the

same data with AEP omitted.

Another important conclusion drawn from Table VIII is that the

percentage of transmission substations with supervisory control is much

greater than the percentage of distribution substations with super-

visory control. This is significant when one considers that the
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switching that one would like to perform would be in distribution

rather than transmission substations. The reasons for this are

twofold. First, the equipment in transmission substations has such

a high BIL (basic impulse level) that it is not likely to be damaged

by EMP and hence lead to system faults. This is not true of dis-

tribution substations that have lower 3IL's and are vulnerable to EMP

induced damage and are therefore a source of system faults. Second,

if one wishes to tiim load from the system to place it in a more secure

state he would not wish to cpen breakers in transmission substations

which would only weaken the transmission system. However, opening

breakers in distribution substations would reduce load and could

enhance the system stability if done properly.

This discussion points up a deficiency in the data collected in

the interviews. Ideally, the number of transmission and distribution

substations would have been separated throughout. That is, not only

does one need the percentage of distribution substations with super-

visory control but also the percentage of attended distribution

substation and the percentage of distribution substations that can be

zwiche rianall in15 30 oi i~iia~u5,Similar data for -trans-

mission substations are interesting but are not vital to the study.

One can draw some conclusions on the number of distribution

substations that can be switched in a 45 minute warning period in

the following manner. The Moore System5 survey 13 covered a total of

76,400 substations (57,000 distribution and 18,600 transmission).

Based on the results of the utility interviews it is likely that

approximately 60% or 45,840 of these substations could be switched
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either remotely or manually in 45 minutes. In the worst case, all of

the transmission substations would be included in the 45,840 sub-

stations that could be switched. This would still leave 27,240 distri-

bution substations or about 47% that cottld be switched as a lower limit.

In reality, it would probably be possible to switch over 50% of the

distribution substations since some of the 18,600 transmission sub-

stations would not be included in the 45,840 substations that could

be sowitched.

For other periods oZ warning one can also derive a worst case

value for percentage of distribution substations that can be switched

to move vulnerable equipment off line. Using the same procedure and

assuming a 30 minute warning period, calculations show that one would

be able to switch at least 44.7% of the distribution substations. For

a 15 ninute warning this value would drop to 26.5%. For a shorter

warning period only distribution substations with supervisory control

could be switched. This would be only 11.8% of the distribution sub-

stations.

D. Qualitative Comments from Utility Representatives

Some of the comments made by electric utility representatives

during the utility intetviews are as significant as the quantitative

data gathered because they demonstrate the level of EM? awareness in

the industry. Basically, one can d0iscern two basic reactions. One

group of utility people had grave aoubts about performing switching

operations to move vulnerable txquipment off line and hence limit EMI-

induced faults. These engineers felt that the EMP threat would be

confined to relay and control circuits. They were unaware that numer-
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ous faults on the distribution system are likely. They doubted the

feasibility of performing switching operations that would shed load

without the wholesale loss of generation due to overspeed protection.

These engineers also felt that their automatic load shedding equipment

would allow them to "ride out" any problems from the ENP. It should

be noted that these attitudes prevailed in the largest, most

sophisticated systems that had a high degree of automation, large-

complex generating plants and automatic load shedding equipment.

It should not be implied that all of the utility personnel

were as negative as the reactions above would indicate. The next

section of this chapter will be dedicated to summarizing the views of

the majority of the utility personnel. These comments are largely

based on the interviews with Julian Hayden of the Public Service

Company of, Coloracto and Kennetf Wolters of the Wisconsin Electric

Power Co.

Impact on Generation

The majority of the utility personnel interviewed agreed that a

strategy of switching vulnerable equipment off line would have a

profound impact on the generation In the nation's electric power systems.

All of the engineers interviewed agreed that the first priority would

be to maintain the maximum number of units on-line during both the

pre-attack reactions and the EWP threat.

Most of the engineers interviewed agreed that the switching to

isolate vulnerable equipment could create a problem with respect to

system stability. The primary reason for this is the fact that as one

perfoirns switching operations he will drop load from the substations.
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This reduction in load will cause the system frequency to rise and

coujd possibly cause mary generating units to trip out due to over-

speed protection iule,:ss the necessary adjustments are made with

respect to valve contrul on the boilers of individual units.

Several of the utility personinel interviewed outlined a procedure

for moving to a more secure state. This procedure basically entailed

reduction of generator output prior to load shedding. The procedure

would require that communications channels exist between the system

dispatching center, the generating plants and personnel at substations.

These communications lines would consist of ordinary telephone lines,

wireless communications and communications over carrier channels. The

goal of reducing generation prior to reducing load (as a result of

performing switching in distribution substations to isolate vulnerable

equipment) is to avoid problems with overspeed protection. The

system reaction to the reduction of generator output without an

accompanied red-action of load will be a reduction in system frequency.

The power system is more tolerant to underfrequency than it is to

overfrequency. Once the frequency sags, the switching operations

can be performed in substations to isolate vulnerable equipment and

to drop load. After load is dropped and system frequency is restored,

a new round of generation cutback followed by frequency sag and load

reduction can be initiated.

Tn thin manner twothings can be accomplishedi 1) vulnerable

equipment in the distribution system is isolated, 2) the system is

moved into a more secure or stable state as rotor angle differences

become smaller due to lower system load. The ultimate state
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produced by these procedures would be a system with the generation

and transmission system intact but with essentially all loads dis-

connected so that the generators are running at auxiliary power

levels. Auxiliary power is used to run various pumps, fans, fuel

preparation equipments, etc. in 'the power plants. In reality, this

point cannot be reached because of the inability to perform switching

operations in 100% of the distribution substations.

Obviously, the reduction of load and moving equipment vulnerable

to the effects of EM2 off line will not completely protect the

electric power system during an attack since it is still subject to

the effects of heat and overpressure from the detonation of nuclear

weapons. These effects will damage generation, transmission and

distribution equipment. In the qwiescent state described above, the

system will be better able to survive these effects as well as the

EMP-induced faults on distribution equipment not moved off line by the

proposed switching operations. Hopefully, the faults caused by heat,

ovexpressure and EMP will be removed by the syotem relaying without

such a profound loss of load as to cause a widespread loss of

synchronism and 3ubsequent trip out of the bulk of the _ntl on' _

generation capacity.

Depending upon whether the nation's power systems remain in

synchronism or not, the post-attack recovery could be from one of

two states. The worst case would be from a completely shut down

system. In this case, one would be recovering from a nation-wide

blackout similar to the 1965 Northeast blackout and the 1977 New

York blackout with the following complications:
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1) lack of help from neighboring utilities who are busy experiencing

the same problems.

2) Loss of some system facilities, permanently damaged by heat and

overpressure.

3) Poor communications due to possible damage to the telephone system.

4) Impending threat of radio-active fall out.

The best state from which to recovez would be one in which the

generation had remained in synchronism, in spite of faults caused by

heat, overpressure and EMP-induced effects on vulnerable equipment

that had not been isolated by the proposed switching operations.

The generation would be operating at a relatively low percentage of

its rating due to the pre-attack measures.

Attempting to keep the entire nation in synchronism during the

combined effects of overpressure, heat and EMP may not be realistic.

It may be more practical to severe tie lines between companies and

even allow the systems of individual companies to break into islands.

Comparisons between these two divergent philosophies require vezr

complex analysis. Utility personnel are generally in favor of main-

taining synchronism, if at all possible. Maintaining synchronism seems

to be something of an all or nothing philosophy.

Post Attack Recovery

Contrary to the experiences during the 197? New York blackout,

most utility personnel interviewed felt that they could re-start

generators, that were tripped out, in 4-12 hours from a completeiy

dead system, The time varied depending on the size and complexity

of the system. The larger, more complex systems with sophisticated
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generating units will require longer to re-start and bring back up

to near full load.

Generating units cam generally be classified into four subsets:

1) Conventional or fossil-fueled thermal units (8Z)*

2) Combustion trubine units (part of total for conventional fossil)

3) Nuclear units (1%)

4) Hydroelectric units (177)

* 1970 percentages based on generating capacities

The prepondrance of generation in the United States is of the

conventional thermal type. The percentages of each type of unit

in the United States are given in parentheses above. The best types

of units for dead start are combustion turbines and hydroelectric

units. Combustion units are normally installed as peaking capacity

and, are frequently used az a Source of04. auxilar_ power. f.o p^lantI--

re-start. The output of combustion turbines is available almost

instantaneously. Hydroelectric units are also an excellent source of

power for re-start. These units can be brought up to rated load very

rapidly. However, combustion turbines and hydroelectric units can

serve only a small percentage of the total load. Nuclear units can

be brought up to rated load in about three hours, as long as the

reactor has remained active (even without electric power being gen-

erated). Operating a nuclear unit during an attack may be dangerous.

A policy decision based on considerable study needs to be made.

Conventional or fossil-fuel thermal units can be broken down into

several types. There are single (one turbine) units, both with and

without re-heat, common header units, tandem-compounded units and
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cross-compounded units. These are listed roughly in the order of

increasing complexity and difficulty in reducing to auxiliary power

level, as well as re-start, if they trip out due to overspeed. The

time required to re-start and load these units back to their rated

capacity varies from 6 to 12 hours.

Additional Comments

Some additional comments made by utility personnel are appropriate

to discuss here. First, loss of reactor control due to EMP was

brought up by one utility representative. Barnes and Marable t14

have looked at this problem and concluded that unshielded cables

may experience transients as high as 88kV while coaxial cables or

cables in conduit do not have significant transients voltages. This

could cause faults in control cables. The utility representative

intetviewed suggested that they might consider shutting down their

nuclear units upon notice of an attack. Second, officials of one large

utility expressed doubts that it would be possible to bring one of

their large units down from near rated load to auxiliary load level

and stop there. They pointed out that most of their units are large

and quite sophisticated and thus their ability to take the proposed

actions is questionable.

Vulnerable Eauiiment

Utility personnel were more concerned that transformers would

be damaged than any other item of equipment. They pointed out that

faults internal to transformers (as opposed to bushing flashovers)

are generally permanent and cause damage that is not field repairable.

"At least one utility representative expzessed a fear that the thousands
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and thousands of transformers on the distribution system could be

damaged by EMP, thus eroding any benefit obtained by isolating a

relative few transformers in distribution substations. This fear is

not justified based on an IITRI study. 7

Other items of equipment that utility personnel saw as being

vulnerable to E-P effects included supervisory control equipment,

oil-filled cables, relays, power line carrier equipment, equipment

with solid state devices, microwave equipment, and communications

equipment. Only one utility representative expressed concern about

direct damage to generators from EMP-Induced voltage surges.

Several of those interviewed expressed a concern about large, EHV

transformers, particularly those at generating statiors.

Perhaps the comments made by utility personnel with respect to
vul..erabl.. cqu...... arc moro interesti.ng as a yaidstLck to meau•

the awareness of the utility industry on this subject as opposed to

authoritative information on power system vulnsrability.

Utility Views on Feasibility

The eight utility representatives interviewed were asked

whether or not they felt the proposed protective actions were

feasible. Of the eight replies, five were positive and two were

negative, One of the reactions 'was quite non-commital. One of the

negative replies was from the American Electric Power Service Corp.

and it is genei-ally felt that this reply was based on only their

system (which can't be switched remotely or manually in 45 minutes

to any extent) rather than the nation's power systems as a whole.

The view of the second company was that their generating plan+. were

large and complex and hence they would not be able to reduce the loasd

on them to auxiliary levels without causing them to trip out.
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III. FEASIBILIY OF ISOLATING EQUIPMENT
VULNEALE TO EMP

In Chapter II the conc.usion was reached that approximately

50% of the distribution substations could be isolated by performing

either remote or manual switching operations. Thti sinrgle number

only reveals part of the answer as ' i whether it is feasible to

isolate equipment that is vulnerable to EMP induced surges. In

order to adequately ausess the importance of thic quantitative

result, one must also look at the topology of substations, the impact

of the proposed actions on the entire power system, the impact of the

proposed actions on the pre-attack response of the general popul ation,

and the ability to depend on utility personnel to take the proposed

actions. Each of these four items will be discussed in this Chapter.
A. Ability to Switch Vulnerable D psent O'&-Line

The mere ability to perform switching in 5L% of the distribution

substacions is not sufficient to state that vulnerable equipment is

being isolated. For instance, consider Fig. 5 which shows some of

the typical simple layouts used in substations.15 Notice that the

only circuit breakers present are on the low-voltage side of the

transfor.4 e -s. The high-side protection is often provided by a high-

voltage fuse for economic reasons. Any supervisory control would

normally be applied to the low-voltage circuit breakersb The

transformers can be completely isolated only by operating both the

disconnect switches on the h.gh-voltage side of the transformers aa-d

the low-voltage circuit breakers. These high-voltage switches azre

not always remotely controlled. Thus, if only the circuit breakers
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were tripped., the transformers would still be connected to the trans-

mission system and would still be subject to EMP-induced voltage

stresses from the transmission system.

It should be pointed out that some utilities can control breakers

or disconnect switches on both the high- and low-volta~ge sides of

their circuit breakers. Fig. 6 shows some typical substation layouts

with circuit breakers on both sides of the transformer. The trend

seems to be that the larger utilities(except AEP) have the ability to

perform switching on both the high- and low-voltage sides of the trans-

former. In the light of the relatively small percentage of distribution

substations with supervisory control, this is probably not a very

significant factor. In cases where dispatched personnel are per-

formnZ +the switfihlnz. they could tnt the low voltage circuit breaker

and then, when the only current through the isolation switch is the

transformer exciting current, it can be opened even if it has nt.

load break rating.

B. Impact of Proposed Actions on Power Systems

One of the major impacts of the piroposed actions or the nati.on's

power ayst-- -__ -c~t'd whnc11.et heu1 lt personnnel

were reviewed. This was the Impact on the generating equipment of

the power systems. The number one concern of the utility personnel

interviewed was that the wholesale shedding of loads would lead to the

trip out of generators due to overspeed protection. This effect was

discussed rather thoroughly in Chapter II, but it is not the only

effect that is possible.
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Another effect caused by the shedding of loads is the increase

of system voltage at the ends of long lines. This voltage rise is

caused by drawing leading current (to supply the distributed line

capacitance) through the distributed line inductance. For long

lines (over 150 miles long), this effect can cause a voltage rise in

the range of 10-15%. This rise in power system voltage can be

dangerous and could lead to system faults, even in the absence of

any transient effects. While system faults from this overvoltage

are possible, they are not likely. What is more likely is the

operation of lightning arresters due to excessive system voltage.

This is an extremely grave problem since the operation of a lightning

arrester on system voltage generally repeats on successive peaks

of svstem vrltage until the arrester fails due to thermal build up.

Another problem associated with the shedding of load is the

problem of cold start up. Ma.ny loads on a power system are auto-

matically cycled on and off (heating, air conditioning, refrigeration,

freezers). When a system is shut down for a long period of time, all

of these loads are ready to cycle on as soon as power is available.

T- +he. ........ of l c r• ren+ due to this lack- nf

diversity in the loads causes overload devices to trip out when tn

system is re-energized.

An allied problem is that of re-energizing secondary network

systems. Secondary network systems are complex circuit arrangements

used to serve the business districts of large cities with a very

high degree of reliability. The system consists of a number of

primary feeders that each supply a series of transformers.
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The secondaries of the transformers on all of the feeders are

interconnected by a grid of secondary cables. This arrangement is

shown in Fig. 7. 16

The secondary network system has proven to be a problem on

re-start after black outs. If the disconnection and reconnection is

done at the individual transformers, it is clear that the first

transforme2 that is closed, tries to pick up all of the load. Even

if the system is re-energized by connecting all the transformers to

a given primary feeder and then closing in that feedez, the current

drawn by the load through the one feeder could cause overloads and

trip outs. Ideally, one would like to close in all of the traMsformers

and then simultaneously energize all of the ieedaers. Thtis requires a

great deal of time consuming switching and communications from

various locations in the field but it can be done,

These effects are important but are not as important as the

loss of generation due to overspeed protection. The manner in which

this problem could be avoided by reducing generation prior to load

shedding, was reviewed in Chapter II.

C. Impact of the Proposed Actions on the Population

The loss of electrical service to a large area of the country

will have profound effects on the nation's pcpulation. This was

brought out during the large scale black outs in the Northeast in

1965 and in New York in 1977. The list of prcblemi created by a

olackout is very long and includes such items as people trapped in

elevators, loss of traffic signals, loss of power for subways,

elevated trains and electrified reilways. Other problems are loss
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of power for industry and space conditioning, light for normal daily

life, electrical power for food preparation and storage, etc.

Because the proposed outage will have a duration of only a feN

hours, the major problems would be those related to transportation

and the ability to move the population to relative safety within

the assumed warning periods. This would present a clear conflict

between protecting the power system and protecting lives. Thus,

it is assumed that the proposed switching actions would, be implemented

only after crisis relocation has been implemented.

The above problem is not an easy one to address in a nation

that values human life above material property0  Certainly, one

could rationalize that the preservation of the nation's electric

pUOwr sy 5tBUR5 WO~LLL bte QAIB of tiit vi IV us i LI Llatlcuiýfli

ability' to recover from an attack.

D. &bility1 t -Pend on IUtilit-; Personnel to Perform Manual Switching

Because the percentage of distribution substations equipped with

supervisory control equipment is not arge, there will be a strong

dependence on utility personnel to perform manual switching. The

possibility that these persc mel will not perform these tasks

during the threat of a nuclear attack must be considered a possibility.

Certainly, one could try to extrapolate the performance of utility

personnel during large-scale natural disasters to the pre-attack

period.



The problems with extrapolating the behavior of utility person-

nel during natural disasters to a nuclear attack are many-fold.

Some of the differences are as followsa

1. People have a better understanding of the effects of floods,

hurricanes, tornadoes, etc. than they do of nuclear warfare.

2. The geographical area covered by the destruction of property and

the loss of lives are both more limited in natural disasters.

3. The utility personnel are generally asked to perform repair

functions after a natural disaster as opposed to reacting during

an alert period.

4. The utility personnel generally are aware that their families

are "safe" after a natural disaster.

These items will now be discussed individually.

Natural disasters occur with a frequency such that many utility

personnel have seen the effects of natural disasters that are common

to their geographical area. Thus, the fear of the unknown is not a

large factor. Few laymen realize the limited area coverage of the

heat and overpressure from a nuclear detonation. Thus, even personnel

that are in non-target areas may be very concerned with their own

and/or their families' safety.

The geographical coverage of natural disasters is generally

quite limited. Thus, there is a feeling that outside help will be

forthcoming. This offers hope and encouragement to those involved

in the disaster. Whether it is justified or not, it is likely that

personnel will feel that damage froma a nuclear attack will be

universal. Thus, a feeling of hopelessness may prevail before an

attack.
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Geneially, utility personnel are abked to perform repairs

after a natural disaster, rather than durl:-jg an :,&.ert period. This

is distinctly different from the propozea t.ons during the alert

period. After a flood, tornado, etc., the itye±ct danger from the

threat is over and people are more likely to leave shelter ctnd perform

their jobs. The personnel being dispatched to manually switch

substations may be very hesitant about leaving shelter prior to an

attack. Poor understanding of the targets, area coverage of blast

effects, number of expected weapons, etc. will contribute to this

hesitancy.

The p&.nt that was emphasized the most by utility personnel when

discussing the reactions of their line crews, dispatchers, etc.,

during a disaster, was the knowledge that the families of the per--

sonnel were safe. Once the repair crews know that their families

are safe they would generally work around the clock to get the system

back in service. This could be a problem with regard to dispatching

personnel to perform manual switching. Their ability to perform

effectively might be contingent on their confidence that their famiies

were not threatened by the attack.

In spite of these problems, the utility officials who were

informally questioned felt that they could depend on their employees

to continue to act effectively during a pre-attack period. This is

really not an engineering problem. Perhaps it should be explored by

Spsychologist. However, the answers to some of these questions do

have an important impact on the ability to protect vulnerable equip--;

ment via the proposed remote and manual swttchiig operations.
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IV. IMPACT CF NEW ARRESTER DESIGNS

A. Turn-up of Arrester Characteristics for Fast Rise Time Pulses

Perhaps some justification is needed for indicating that ENP

constitutes a threat to electric utility power systems. The electric

power system is protected from lightning and the EMP produces a

lightning-like disturbance on the power system. The primary means

of protecting an electric power system from lightning are the use of

static or shield wires and the application of lightning or surge

arresters. Neither of these means of protection are completely

effective in protecting the system from the effects of EMP.

- The use of shield wires to intercept lightning strokes and to

ztvee' the c-uruzi` to ground is not effective for EMP-induced voltage

stresses. The phenomena are entirely different and the effect of the

shield 4ire is totally different in each case. In the case of light-

ning, the shield wire by virtue of its greater height above ground

provides a more attractive target for the lightning stroke than the

phase conductors which are located at a lesser height. This is not

a deterministic phenomenon but one can calculate the areas where

lightning is more likely to hit the shield wire, phase conductor or

ground. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 where the length 2x is the

width of the swath where strokes have greatest probability of

striking the shield wire, and x -x is the width of the swath on each

side of the line where strokes to the phase conductor are most

probable. In the region beyond x from the centerline of the tower,

the strokes would most probably be directly to the earth. If the
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stroke is to earth, the phase conductor will not normally be threatened.

If the stroke is to the phase conductor, the shielding has failed

and a flashover occurs to ground except for very low current surges

on extra-high voltage lines. If the stroke is to the shield wire,

certain voltages appear across the phase to ground insulation which

depend primarily on the tower footing resistance. Suffice it to say

that only very high current surges to the shield wire cause a flash-

over and the line to trip out.

Onz the other hand, when EMP induces voltages on a transmission

line of the same design, the shield wire does not protect the phase

conductors in the same way. The induced voltage is essentially a

common mode effect; all conductors whether phase or shield have the

same induced voltage. The only shielding produced by the shield

wire to the EMP is the result of current flow in the multi-grounded

neutral. This current flow produces a component of voltage in the

phase conductors of opposite polarity to the direct Eb2 induced

voltage, through electromagnetic coupling. The net effect of this

phenomena is to reduce the voltage on the phase conductor by about

20%. This is in contrast to the lightning case where the protection

is essentially complete.

As seen above, lightning surges that are not sufficiently high

to cause flashover of line Insulation can be present on the phase

conductors, either due to direct strokes of low current magnitude or

due to induced effects of strokes to the static wire or to earth.

When these surges enter substations the protection of equipment in

the substation is accomplished by the proper application of surge
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arresters. This is relatively easy to accomplish because the

characteristics of both the lightning arresters and the vulnerable

insulation axe well known for lightning-type surges (1.2x50Ž s

surges). The major difference between the lightning-type surges

transmitted into the substation and the surges from EMP is the

relative rise times. The standard lightning pulse has a rise

time of 1.2p s. The standard EMP-induced waveform has a rise time

of 10 nanoseconds. The behavior of lightning arresters for these

two types of surges is markedly different.

Marable, Barnes and Nelson8 presented some interesting test

resu.lts for the breakdown and discharge voltages for a 9kV and a

15kV lightning arrester. Figs. 9 and 10 reproduce figures from

their report. Fig. 9 a and b, respectively, show the breakdown and

discharge voltages for a 15kV Kearney arrester. Fig. 10 shows the

breakdown voltage for a 9kV arrester. The significant features of

these curves is the turn up of the breakdown voltage for fast rise

time pulses. Because the insulation breakdown voltage does not

increase as fast as the breakdown voltage of the lightning arrester,

the system insulation is not adequately protected. This has been

verified in tests performed by Emberson. 1?

The breakdown voltages for arresters are presented in Table IX.
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TABLE IX

Arrester Breakdown and Discharge Voitages Versus Pulse Rate of Rise

Arrester Rati ig Pulse Rate of Rise Breakdown Discharge
kV/nsec Voltage kV Voltage kV

15 kv 0.28 6o 40

0.38 75 50

2 75 50

2.33 80 55

9 kV 2.5 100

120-volts 5 7

It is important that one compare these results to values for light-

ning-type surges. For slowly rising EMP surges with a pulse rate of

rise of 2_kV//s, the sparkover voltage is about twice that due to

lightning. Based on an extrapolation for a pulse rate of rise of

20 kV/ns the sparkover voltage could be as much as ten times that due

to lightning.

The primary cause for the turn up of lghtning arrester spa.--

over or breakdown voltage is the presence of an air gap in the

ccnventional lightning arrester design. This gap prevents the flow

of current for normal power system voltages. Only when the total

voltage across this gap increases enough to cause the gap to flash-

over does the airester begin to conduct. Thus, the sparkover of the

lightning arrester has many of the characteristics of an ordinar-y

air gap.
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Alston presents a set of interesting curves in Reference 1j

which explain, to a great extent, the reason that lightning arresters

that have a series air gap will not protect various items of the

power system for very fast rise time pulses. Fig. 11 reproduces

these curves. Notice that the upturn for the rod gap crosses over

the curve for the transformer insulation for short periods of time.

Tb air gap of the lightning arrester could give it a sparkover

characteristic similar to the rod gap so that it would not be able to

protect the transformer for fast rise time waveforms.

New arrester designs, described below have the capability of

overcoming this problem at least in part.

B. Comrarison of Conventional and New Lightning Arrester Character-

Conventioral lightning arrester characteristics used on tins-

mission and distribution systems fall into two categories: expulsion

type and valve type. Expulsion-type arresters axe primarily a tube

with a material coating on the inside that is consumed by the arc

when the arrester sparks over. As the material is removed by gases

expelled, the arc is cooled and stretched so that the power follow

current can be interrupted. On the other hand, valve-type arresters

consist of an air gap in series with a block of semi-conducting

material. The air gap prevents conduction at normal power frequency

voltages. Ihe block of semiconductor is normally made of silicon

carbide and it is vital to the intt rruption of power follow current.

A valve type arrester made of silicon carbide without a series air

gap would have problems with thermal runaway. That is, the current
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flow caused by the power frequency voltage would cause heating of

the semiconducting block which would lower the resistance, causing

more current flow and heating, etc.

The latest breakthrough in lightning arrester design is a

valve-type of arrester without an air gap thac uses a different

semiconducting material, zinc oxide. This semiconducting material

has properties that allow it to avoid the thermal runaway problem

described above. Walsh 1 9 describes research betng carried out to

develop this arrester in the United States. Fig. 12 from this paper

shows the discharge voltage versus time to crest for a block of

zinc oxide material, a block of silicon carbide and a conventional

silicon carbide arrester. Clearly, the ZnO block is inherently

superior to the SIC block for fast rise time waves. When the SIC

block is combined with an air gap to form an arrester, the performance

for short time pulses is degraded substantially. Notice that this

curve is only extended down to 0.1 s. At 10 ns rise time thl

anticipated difference in discharge voltage between the ZnO

arrester and the SiC arrester is much greater.

Obviously, the ZnO arrester would be far superior to the

conventional SiC design with its series air gap for protecting

equipment from EMP-induced voltages. While this arrester design

seems to be in the research stage in the United States, a paper by

Kobayasld. et al,20 indicates that Zn0 arresters rated 42 to 140 kV

have been installed on actual power systems of several electric power

companies in Japan for about 2 years. This would indicate that the

use of the newer arresters may not be far from reality.
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In order to assess the impact of these new arresters on ,P2

vulnerability one should examine the manner in which they will be

integrated into existing and new power systems. It is highly unlikely

that the advantages of the ZnO arresters over the SiC arresters will

be sufficiently great for lightning or switching surges to justify a

program of replacement of units in the field. It is more likely that

the newer design will be used initially in applications where an

expersive but vulnerable piece of equipment is involved. In time,

as the new arr-ester design proves its worth in the field, a greater

percentage of new installations will be of the ZnO typeý Eventually,

ZnO arresters may become the industry standard and as conventional

arresters in the field are retired they will be replaced, by ZnO

atresters; This process Pay take a couple of decades but is

characteristic of the cautious approach the electric utility industry

uses in adopting new technology and their reluctance to scrap

outdated but useable units in the field.

Based on the above discussion it would appear that in the long

run, these new arresters could have a. very positive impact or, the

ability of the nation's power system to withstand the effects of

EU41-induced voltages. However, it will be several ytars before

enough of the new arresters are in the field to have t sig-nificant

effec:t.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOYMI4-NDATIONS

The basic reason this study has been conducted was to explore

the feasibility of electric power system operators isolating circuit

breakers and transformers from transmission lines through remote switch-

ing by supervisory contrcl panels, and manual switching at the sub-

stations in order to avoid power failures caused by EMP. In the

process of conducting the study it was found necessary to assess the

impact of the proposed switching actions on the power system, the

degree to which utility personnel could be depended upon during a

crisis and the effects of new lightning arrester designs on EMP

protection. All of these primary and secondary tasks were performed.

A. Conclusions

The major quantitative conclusion drawn from the data collected

was that about 50% of the distribution substations in the nation

could be switched within a 45 minute warning period. The corresponding

percentages for 30 and 15 minute warning periods are 44.7% and 26.5%,

respectively. For a warning period shorter than 15 minutes, only

substations wiuh supervisory control could be switched. This is only

11.8% of the distribution substations The percentage of substations

would appear to be significant for all but the two shortest warning

periods. Data from the literature would indicate that the percentage

of distribution substations with supervisory control will grow

significantly in the coming years (19.2% by 1982 according to

Reference 13). Reference 21 predicts a 6% annual growth of installed

capacity of supervisory control equipment.
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The impact on the electric power system of the proposed actions

would be acceptable if the cut backs in system generation were to

precede the shedding of load, such that problems with overspeed

relays were avoided. Because the percentage of substations that could

be switched is only about 50%, the problems anticipated with controlling

large units when they are operated at auxiliary level will not

materialize.

Because the system cannot be totally disconnected even with a

4,5 minute warning, perhaps it is premature to talk about the priority

of preserving the system or equipment versus continuity of service.

However, it is clear that the ultimate goal is to be able to re-

establish the production of electric power after the attack. Thus, if

cont•nuity of ser/.ice must be nacrftced in th hort- zan -to achieve

this long term goal, this is the obvious choice. This also means that

one should consider the possibility of breaking the transmission grid

prior to an attack. A decision on this item is beyond the scope

of this study.

The impact of the proposed actions on the general population

were reviewed in an extremely superficial manner. This is an area

that requires much greater research effort than could be devoted to

it in this study. However, it is safe to say that the impo-tant

functions that would be interrupted by a partial blackout are

traffic control, transportation systems, lighting and communications.

Thus, it is clear that the proposed switching actions would not be

implemented until after crisis relocation was complete.



The extent to which one could depend on utility personnel to

perform the proposed actions during a nuclear attack, was explored

in the utility interviews. Basically, utility executives had great

confidence in their line crews, etc. based on experiences with

natural disasters. Important differences exist between natural

disasters and a nuclear attack, which may make extrapolations of this

nature inaccurate.

New lightning arrester designs using zinc oxide semiconductors

without air gaps lead to characteristics that are far superior- to

existing arrester characteristics for ElP-type surges. However, the

likelihood is that it will be many years before arresters of this

design represent a significant percentage of the arresters in the

fiolA, even though arresters of this design are being field tested in

Japan. Perhaps federal aid could speed this change over to arresters

with better EMP characteristics.

B. Recommendations

As is the case with many studies of this nature, several areas

were revealed that required further study. An important and difficult

quetlh is the extuet L• ;h ,,n- nc .. l. depenA on dAisatched

personnel to perform switching during a warning of an impending nuclear

attack.

A key question that also needs to be answered is the vehicle

by which the warning will be transmitted to the ut lities. It was

emphasized by several utility personnel that the proposed actions

were radical and were only acceptable as a once-in-a-lifetime measurB.

They said that operating personnel would hesitate to take these

Ez



actions until the message to switch vulnerable equipment off line had

been confirmed. This could cut into the potential warning period

considerably.

Clearly, a tremendous pre-planning effort is required before the

proposed switching actions could be implemented by the electric power

industry. Communications problems, studies of system reactions due

to the switching, the advisability of maintaining tie lines, and other

problems need to be studied in detail.
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following annotated bibliography contains articles that

will provide the interested utility engineer with a background on

EMP that will allow him to factor EMP effects into planning and

design.

Air Force Weapons laboratory & GE-TEMPO/DASIAC, Joint EMP Technical
Meeting NEM 197).: Proceedi.ngs, 6 Vols., GE-TEM-O Field Office,
Albuqueraue, June , 1975. The six volumes of this report contain
complete texts of all unclassified papers presented at the 1973
Joint EMP Technical Meeting which were available at time of publication
(October 1974). Other presented papers appear only as abstracts.

Allan, J. E., A 100-ka Direct Drive EM? Pulser, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, Livermore, CA, July 1975. This note describes an EMP
pulser which was successfully used to pulse Minuteman silo covers,
The cra~cteristios of the. pulser along w.rith a 0.iscussion of its
features and operation are presented.

Babb, David D. & Joe P. Martinez, Electromagnetic Pulse Analysis of
Small Pouer Systems, Dikewood Industries, Inc., Albuquerque, March
1976. A rural electrical cooperative system is analyzed for EMP
vulnerability. The coupling to a particular substation within the
system is determined by considering the power distribution lines as
antennas which pick up the incident EMP and treats the substation as
a load. The most vulnerable components within the substation are
determined and the energy levels nezessary for failure are calculated.

Baird, Jamt,:3 K. & Niciuhvld J. Frlo, Effucts uC Eltroina tic
Pulse_(Emp) on the Sunervisory Control Equipment of a Power Systeem
Final Report, ack Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, October
1973. This study assesses the damage caused by EMP to relays and
other equipment forming the supervisory control circuits of a
power system. Countermeasures axe proposed to limit damage and
prevent false operation of supervisory control circuits.

Barnes, P. R. & J. H. Maxable, Transient Resnonse of Nuclear Power
Plant Cables to High-Altitude Nuclear Electromagne-ic Pulse (sENP,-
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, May 1976. This
report has been prepared to give examples of the surge cu--rents and
voltages induced in idealized nuclear power plant circuits by the
electromagnetic pulse from high-altitude nuclear detonations.
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It is hoped that this information will be useful to designers and
engineers concerned with nuclear safety.

Baum, S. J., et al., Biological Measurements in Rodents Exposed
ContinuouslyThroxj&hout the!: Adult Life to Pulsed Electromagnetic
Radiation, Armed Forces ihdiobiology Research Institute, Bethesda, MD,
April 1975. Thts report deals with rodents which were subjected
continuously to EMP radiaticn for nearly all their adult life. None
of the biomedical parameters measured indicated a significant
difference between irradiated and non-irradiated rats. Results
obtained clearly indicate that ElIP radiation presented no biological
hazards to rodents.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, W. EngaEieenand Design
Pri les, Technical Publication Department, Whippany, NJ, 1975.
This publication is primarily a handbook, with emphasis on guidelines
and reference intoration for help in i-lentifying and solving various
parts of the EBP problem. An attempt was made to sift through much
literature and sulect and organize that information most useful to
the Bell System. However, many of these topic areas will be of
general concern to engineers working in EMP.

Bevensee, R. M., Ed., Electromagnetic Computer Code Newsletter of
the Electronaanetics ana Systems Research Groups, lawrence Livermore
laboratory, Livermore, CA. Vol 3, No. 1, April 1976 and Vol. 4, No. i,
January 197? Th purpuse C thins series o± Newsletters is to
describe tomputer codes that can be used for solving radiation and
propagation problems, primarily electromagnetic in nature. It is
intended to aid FW researchers by communicating the activities of
other researchers in the area of EMP numerical analysis.

Bridges, J. E. & J. Weyer, EMP Threat and Countermeasures for Civil
Defense Systems - Task One, IlT Research Institute, Chicago,
November 1968. A brief introductory discussion of the nuclear
electronagne'ic pulse (EM?) and its effects on electrical/electronic
equipment is presented, with lists of precautionary measures which
may be taken Drior to, dun -.. d....owtr- a nuclea attack.

Q'_b~ilties in Nuclear Weapons Effects Research, Environment

Simulation__nd Vulnerability Assessment, Physics International
Company, San Leandro, CA, September 1971. This document describe:-

Physics International Company's activities in nuclear-weapon-effwcts
researc., and some rf the personnel that are concerned with this
research.

(C .'rlile, Robnzt N., Emerimentai Va._idation of Transient Plasma
Effects Used in Hih Altittude Electromagnetic Pulse Calculations,
University of Arizona, Tucson, June 197b. The wor.k discussed in
this report concerns the p:opagation of an electromagnetic pulse
through the nigh altitude DIPF source region. The objective of thi s
work has been to obtain experimental data on the non-linear
absorption of an EMP by conduction currents within the high altitude
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EMP sourcr region that could be compared with theoretical pre-
dictions. This work dicrectly supports the Minuteman, AWACS, B-1,
and C3 programs.

Carron, Neal J., Characteristic Steacy-State Electron Eflmission
Properties for Parametric Blackbody X-Ray Spectra on Several
Matepr)ials, Mission Research Corporation, Santa Bar'bara, February 1976.
Collected together in this paper are certain photo-electric efficiencies,
electron energy spectra, electron boundary layer plasma Debye
lengths, electron number densities, electric fields, and plasma
frequencies prevailing in steady state when blackbody photon sources
are incident on Alum.inum, Gold, and Silicon Dioxide. The figures
presented aillow quick estimates of many boundazy layer properties.

& Cor•-ad L. Longmire, On the Structure of the Stead State
Space-Charge-Limited Boundary Layer in One Dimension, Mission
Research Corporation, Santa Barbara, November 1975. This report is
the fizst in a. series of reports to appear on analytic studies of
general SGEMP phenomena, They are intended to investigate the
physical phenomena involved in the generation of skin currents,
surface charge densities, and electromagnetic fields, and in coupling
mechanisms to internal circuitry.

Chadsey, William L., et al,, Source Region EMP Calculations - Final
Report, Harry Diamond Laboratories, Adelphi, MD, June 1975. This
final. rpport presents the results of a theoretical study in suppor-t
of the Harry Diamond Labs EMP source region coupling experimental
program.

Cheng, David K. & C. A. Chen, On Transient Electromagnetic Excitation
of a Rectangular Cavity through an Aperture, VIkewood Corporation,
Albuquerque, June 1976. The report contains the details of the
theoretical formulation and the procedure of solution for the problem
concerning t-ansient electromagnetic excitation of a rectangular
cavity through an aperture.

Clark, Don, EMP Protectivye Systems, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
' ....... r, Q., ,,- -+a T Tecn-t-.cal- Report -r ----t a d r+-

ion of representative problems and solutions providing protection
against a nuclear electromagnetic pulse.

Clark, 0. Melville, EM? Transient Surpression, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, Livermore, CA, August 1974.

-.----- & Richard D. Winters, Feasibility StuQ for EM? Terminal
Protection, Report No. TPD 003, Harry Diamond Laboratories, Washington
D.C. March 1973.
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Dabkowski, J, & J. E. Bridges, Power Systems.Study - Final Report,
BIT Research Institute, Chicago, June 1975. The objective of the
study was to consider the EMP effects on a regional electric power
system and to provide a set of recommendations to enable power
systems to reduce their susceptibility to EN?. The material presented
is primarily derived from consultation with utility company engineers
and facility inspections.

Dahnke, John E., Considerations and Technioues in Allotment of EMP
Protection Requirements to Subsystem End Items in Well-Shielded
Ground-Based Systems, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore,CA,
(no date). The intent of this note is to provide a general outline
of the considerations a~id tasks involved in allotting or apportioning
EW? protection throughout a system. A general objective is thus to
translate exterior EMP and radiation environment into specific EMP
requirements at appropriate electronic end items.

Dairill, S. & W. E. Scharfman, StuL of EMP Testing of Satellites.,
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, September 1974. A satellite
is to be tested with a dispersed EMP pulse at the ARES facility.
The sate.llite dispersed EMP environment has siag Ificant energy in the
spectrum from 15 MHz to 300 MHz. This study investigates the field
distortion on the plane-wave component of the disiersed EMP pro-
pagated within the ARES facility.

Ihlich, S. J., et al., Analysis of Close-In Coupling Effects,
Science-Applications, Inc., Albuquerque, June 1976. This report
presents results of theoretical investigations directed at finding
improved techniques for predicting EN? coupling levels in the
close-in EMP environment.

Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, FMP and Electric Power Systems,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1973. This
Technical Repor-t describes the nuclear EMP effect on a power system.
This information is primarily for electrical engineers associated
with the power industry and it is presented to alert them to the
problems caused by EM?.

Delmer, Thomas N., et at., SGEMP Phenomenolo.y and Conmuter Code
Development, Intelcom Fad Tech, San Diego, November ii, 1974. Two
new computer codes have been developed for use in system-generated
EMP and internal EN? problems.

DNA EM? Awareness Course: Notes, IIT Research Institute, Chicago,
August 1971. This course is designed to alert nmanagement and
technical personnel to the need for EMP protection and to the hard-
ening techniques which can be applied. The bulk of the course
material is aimee toward those indivildual s who may have a &_irect
responsibility for ENP hardening of a sys'em.
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Electromagnetic Pulse Prnblems in Civilian Power and Communications,
Suura.ry of a Seminar he t Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Aagust
19-21, 1969, Sponsored L1. che Atomic Energy Commission and the Office
of Civil Defense.

Emberson, W. C., Electromagnetic Pulse CEMP) Hardware - Final Report,
IIT Research Instituto, Chicago, January 1973. This report presents
the results of a study to determine the applicability and effective-
ness of commercially available EMP protective devices for the
hardening of typical C0 ill Defense Communication Systems against
the EM2 resulting from an exo-atmospheric nuclear burst.

-& E, Emerle, EIMPuscetibilit Tests, IIT Research Institute,
Chicago, April 1972. The -main objectives of this program were to
experimentally chanacteri-7e a power distribution transformer and to
determine the breakdown characteristics of selected insulation
material.

Experimental Stuy of the Nonlinear iPropa&ation of an Electromagnetic
Pulse through the Ionosphere, University of Arizona, Tucson, July
1976. This report is concerned with the experimental investigation
of EMX propagation through the D-region of the ionosphere. The
Air Force Weapons Lab has developed a theory which predicts that
when an EMP propagates through the D-region of thQ ionosphere,
considerable energy can be absorbed from this pulse, thus reducing
its potential threat.

Faraudo, B. D. & L. C. Martin, Review cf Bactors for Application in
_Croponent Damage Analysis, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore,

CA, September 1976. This Not) is tntended to provide a brief
review of some of the factors which are pertinent to components
when performing an analytical assessment or estimate of damage
effects from EMP at the component level.

-------, Ste on Report TR-61-B: E?'P Protective Systems
by the Defense Civil Prenaredness Agency, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, Livermore, CA, January 1977. This PEM is a summary
note, intended to acqLaint the protection engineer with available
documentation that may be highly relevant to the solution of his
problems, to summarize the information contained herein, and to
specify soutes from ti.h documents may be obtained.

-Sm, Sumary Note on Report TR-61-C: E" Protection for AM Radio
Broadcast Stations by th:e Defense Civil Preparedness A4gency, Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory, L.vc.,rore, CA, January 1977. Ths EMP threat is
described in the report, ,.o< compared/contrasted in some detail to
the lightning threat. direct strike voltage and current
]evels of lightning and tse maximum induced levels from FŽPT may both
be very high, the spectra a-e sufficiently difftýrcnt th-at a system
protected from lightning rPU,. ht suffer EDT damage due to the higher
frequency energy content of EM?.
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Fishbine, B. H., et al., Self-ConsistencZ and Radiation Enhanced
Ground Conductivity in the Surface Burst Code SCX, Science
Applications Corporation, La Jolla, CA, November 1975. A description
of the numerical techniques used to include the self-consistent
effect in the two-dimensional grou.nd burst EMP code, SCX, is given.
The effect of this phenomenon on the fields predicted by SCX is
discussed and illustrated.

Fisher, R. J. & B. L. Hartmen, Data Reduction and Analysis -

Ex-perimer tal IED'/SGEMP Electron Beam Study, First Interim Report:
40 KEtV Beam nerprL., Kaman Sciences Corp., Colorado Springs, December

1975. This report is Kaman Sciences' first formal interim report
which presents reduced data from the series of internal electro-
magnetic pulse simulation experiments carried out by the Ballistic
Missile Defense .System Command, early in 1974, and it also presents
reduced time history and tabular data on selected pressures for the
ncminal 40 IMV mean-energy injected beam.

Gou.ld, Kenneth E., The H4gh-Altitude Nuclear Weapon Electromagnetic
Pulse 2 - An Introduction for Managers of Federal Telecommunica-
tions Systems_ GE-TEMPO/DASIAC, Santa Barbara, June 1974. This
technical note provides e maiagement introduction to the complex
subject of high-altitude nuclear EDP as it pertains to Federal
telecommunications systems..

Graham, V. R. & J. B. Houston, Transient Upset Toleration as an EMP
Hardening Technique, R & D Associates, Santa Monica, August 5,1974.
In this paper, the characteristics of the developed techniques for
tolerating transient upset are descriL Ad, various overall system
design approaches are discussed, and tl.e relation of specific upset
toleration techniques to the system design approaches are illustrated.

Graves, B. D., et at., Electromagnetic Field Penetration through
_Aertugjes, Dikewood Corporation, Albuquerque, July 1975. A numerical
method is presented for determining the electromagnetic field
diffracted by an aperture ixii an infinite conducting plate.

Gray, Robezt F., Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse Simulation by Point
Source Injection Tecluiiues for Shie].ded and Unshielded Penetrations,
Harry Diamond Laboratories, Adelphi, MD, December 1975. The overall
objective of the program repozted herein is to develop current injection
teclinology for threat and lower-level system EMP assessment.

Halsey, N., et al., Noca-Metalli c Antenna-Support Materials Pultizuded
Rods for AntennaGuys, Catenaries and CommuniicaTions Strictures,
Natioral Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., May 1976. Both
E-glass and Kevlar 49 (aramid) fibers were used to reinforce an
isophithalic polyester resin. These materials were used, in turn, to
form pultruded antenna rod hardware for structural tests.
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Hampel, D. & K. J. Prost, Nuclear Radiation Tests of EMP Hardened
CMOS Circuits - Final Report, RCA Advanced Communications Lab,
Harry Diamond Labs, Washington, D.C., January 1975. This report
presents the results of nuclear radiation tests on the EMN hardened
CMOS circuits. The circuits developed for improved transient surge
protection on inputs and outputs of CMOS gates were evaluated under
a variety of transient and steady state nuclear radiation environ-
ments.

Hart, William C. & Daniel F. Higgins, A Guide to the Use of Spark
p ,or Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) Protection, Joslyn Electronic

Systems, Santa Barbara, 1973.

Hays, J. B., "Protecting Communication Systems from EMP Effects of
Nuclear Explosions," IMEE Spectrum, May 1964, pp. 115-124.
Electromagnetic pulses created by nuclear blasts propagate electric
and magnetic fields that can damage today's complex c'rd sensitive
electronic equipment. The suggested protective measures drai
heavily on lightning protection experience.

Henden, Arne A., __m, HASP Recent imrovements and Studles,
Science Applications, Inc., Albuquerque, June 1976. HASP is a high
altitude EMN source code developed for the Air Force Weapons Lab.
Several improvements made in HASP and the results of associated
investigations are reported here.

Higglns, Daniel F. & Conrad L. Longmaire, HigL&ySpcCharge Limited
SGEIC Calculations, Mission Research Corporat-on, Santa Barbara,,
June 1975. This report reviews and compares several calculational
methods for studying the space-charge-limited SGEhP problem.
Included are ýarly-time approximations, steady-state calculations, and
finite difference techniques.

A Simple Model for astimatinsRment Cn and
Thraluating SGE2W Simulation Difficultiez, tlssion Resea-rch Corporation,
Santa Barbara, February 1976. This report describes a simple method
for roughly estimating SCEN? replacement currents, given the electron
ealffisiOn current. The moded. is then used to calculate replacement
current. distributions when only a jiscrete number of drive locations
are used to simulate excitation of an entire surface.

Huebel, J. G. & G. K. Myers, Tables of Confidence Bounds for Failure
Prolabilities, Lawrence livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, June 1976.
This note addresses the problem of determining population failure
level bounds from sample failure levels and how confidence is influenced
by saqmple size.
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Jones, Christopher W., Close-In, Low-Altitude, Self-Consistent Pulse.,
The Dikewood Corporation, Albuquerque, June 1976. CLASP is a
computer code which calculates the close-in field from a low-altitude
nuclear buarst in one spatial dimension and retarded time.

-----& D. A. Rieb, Time-Dependent Self-Consistent Numerical
Treatment of Conduction Currents at High Altitudes for EM? Calculations,
Science Applications, Inc., Albuqueý_ue, April 1976. A numerical
treatment of the conduction currents for high-altitude E? source
Iroblems has been outlined. The method includes electron impact
ionization, scattering,and self-consistent effects due to the BW
fields. The current status of the resulting codes Is also discussed.

Katz, I., et al., Particle Simulation Techniques for SGEM!P, Science
and Software, !a Jolla, CA, April 1975. Particle sinulation
techniques for SGEFT ar:e discussed. A variety of techniques for
treating these problems is presented and examples are used to illus-
trate the advantages of each method.

Kerr, James W. & Jack E. Bridges, Electroma netic -Pulse and. Civil
Prepaedness: An Ove.--xiew Defense Civil Pr;paredness Agency,
Washington, D.C. •ay 21,1975. Summary of a seminar held at IIT
Research Institute, Chicago. This report is expected to be thenonn-t.11re. FWP -'r-•a _n_'s~n •n.U ii •..or +

forseea blc future.

Klebers, Janis, Electronagrietic Pulse Co upling with LosEless
Muiticonducuor Transmission Lines, Harry Diamond Labs, Adelphi, MD,
June 1975. This report presents numerical and experimental results
on EMP coupling with unshielded, lossless multiconducter transmission
lines. A semi- empirical approach was developed combining basic
tiansmission line theory with experimental and digital computer
technique5 that can be applied to relatively complex geometrics.

K.night, R. L. & C. W. Jones, Closs-In Electromagnetic Pulse Environment
Calculations, Ocience Applications, Inc., Albuquerque, June 1976.
This report documents a study using the one-dimenslonal field code,
CLASP, with a perfectly conducting boundary at the ground plane and
the electron emission code POEM, to access the importance of the
effects of electron emission and self-consistency in close-in
coupling calculations.

lasitter, 11. A. & D. B. Clark, Nuclear KEectromagnetic Pulse Effects
Le_ P,7n arameters for Proteuti-. e Shelters, Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory, Port Hueneme, CA, June 1968. The construction of new
facilitiev requiring NEM? protec tion w1ll require that designers
incorporate as many protective measures as dictated by the expected
threat levels. The definition of protective measures, devices, and
techniques to achieve optimum use of these measures in existing
structures is the aim of this technical note.
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Latorre, V. R., An EM? Protection Procedure for Electrical/Efectronic
Syst,.ems, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, 1977. This
note presents a procedure for the protection engineer to follow in
assessing a system with respect to its susceptibility to EMP, and in

determining whether the system requires protection.

----& L. R. Spogen, Ingredients of an FMP Protection Engineerin
Methodolo, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, 1977.
This note provides the basic definitions and descriptions of those

ingredients essential to the implemantation of a fundamental
methodology of EMP protection engineering.

., Review Summaries of PEM Notes Published Through October 1975,
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermoze, CA, October 1975. This
Protection Engineering and Management Note presents brief summaries
of all the PEM notes published to date.

., Review Summaries of PEM Notes Published from October 19,75
through aiýr j i_ , Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, 1977.
This note presents brief summaries of the PEM Notes published since
October 1975.

Longmire, Conrad L., Note on the Use of CharKge lInction for SGEMP
Simulation, Mission Research Corpoazation, Santa Barbara, July 1975.
This note discusses techniques and. rationale for using self-contained
electrical pulsers for simulating system-generated EMP generated by
x-rays striking satellites.

& N. J. Carron, Scaling of the Time De__nlent KSEMPI BoL4 2 z
Layer, Mission Research Corporation, Santa Barbara, April -7Th. Thits
report discusses basic scaling laws for -he time dependent ckxm.Zcal
behavtor of the electron boundary lay, r formed when an x-ray pulse
knocks electrons out of a material surface.

M'Ialone, E., Hybrid Spark Gap Surge Artesters: A High Frequency Receive
§ystem Arrester for Lightnm.ig and EMP Protection. Lawrence LiveTmore
Laboiratory, Livermore, CA, September 1974.

Yanweiler, R. W., _ffects of Nuclear K1•Fle onaetic Pulse (EM?) or.
. )Mpronous Stability of the Electric PowerrSten, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, November 1975. The purpoae of this study
is to deterzmine the extent to which EMP-produ,ýed surges will disturb
the synchronous stability of the electric power system through tie
production of multiple and repetitive faults.



Marable, James H., et al., Effects of Electromagnetic Pulse 7?MP)
on a Power System,_ Ok Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN,
December 1972. In this report are given the results of ani investiga-
tion of EMP on an electric power distribution system. Only the power
circuitry and components have been considered. The study is based
on numerical and analytical calculations, on discussions with
distribution company engineers and power-equipment manufacturer
engineers, and on experimental work and field trips.

------. pet al., Power System EMP Protection - Final Report, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, May 1975.

Marks, James A. & Vernon W. Pine, Electromagnetic Pulse Environment
Studies, Vol. II: late-Time, High-Altitude Electromagnetic Pulse
Code Development, Science Applications, Inc., Julne 1974. The
objective of this effort was to determine effects which result from
gamma rays scattered into the direct beam and possible effects from
neutron sources.

Martin, L. C. & B. D. Faraulo, A Compilation of EMP Terminolor,
Lawrence Livermore LaboraLory, Livermore, CA, August 1976. This note
includes an alphabetical listing of a large number of terms and
definitions which have been employed or referenced in several
different sources originatin2 wi thin the cm ni..

-------,Some Handbook References and a Sumay for "EMP Engineering
and Design Principles" Published by Bell laboratories, Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, June 1975.

Mittra, R. & L. Wilson Pearson, Penetration of Electromagnetic Pulses
thzough Larger Apertures in Shielded Enclosures, Likewood Corporation,
Albtuluerque, May 1976. This report presents the results of an
investigation for representing the transient electromagnetic coupling
through a rectangular aperture by means of the singularity expansion
method.

Mo, Charles Tse Chin, Electromagnetic Communication through Conductin..
Earth, R & D As..0ociates, Marina del Bey, CA, 'Nay 1975. This report
considers the theoretical aspects of the design problems, relating to
the tradeoffs between operating frequency, band-width, power, and
antenna design as functions of the medium properties and noise spectrum.

Monroe, Richard L., Transient Currents in Partially Shielded
Conductors: A Circuit Model, Harry Diamond Labs, Adelphi, 0D,
November 1975. This note presents a resistive-inductive circuit
representation of the coupling of transient currents to partially
shlelded conductors. The model is applied to an example where
experimental data are available.
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Nelson, David B., EMP Impact on U.S. Defenses," Survive, December
1969, pp. 2-7. A prominent research scientist - devoted to direct
experimentation - unveils the mystery of the "electromagnetic pulse"
(EMP) and explains the extent of the EMP danger and the manner in
which it can be successfully countered.

------- A Program to Counter the Effects of Nuclear Electromagnetic
ullse in Commercial Power Systems, Oak Ridge National laboratory,

Oak Ridge, TN, October 1972. This report provides an assessment of
the possible effects on commercial electric power systems from the
electromagnetic pulse produced by high-altitude nuclear detonations.
Included are discussions of EBK coupling and control cables, and
comparisons with direct lightning strokes and voltage surges
produced by the switching of power lines under load,

Offic-s of Civil Defense, "Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) and Fmergency
Communication," Federal Civil Defense Guide, -art E. Chapter 3,
Appendix 3, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., May
1970. A brief discussion directed toward Federal, State and local
and military civil defense planners.

------, EMP Protection for AM Radio Broadcast Stations, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., May 1972. This Technical
Report describes the nuclear electromagnetic pulse (F2P) effect on
AM broadcast stations and is primarily for radio station engineers
and electrical en•i•eers • •o o....- with btdoadcisL work. The report
describes the magnitude of currents to be expected in radio station
equipment and what protective measures should be provided.

-----, -EMP Protection for Emergency OperatinK Centers, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1971. This Technical Report
presents a description of a nuclear electromagnetic pulse and
provides an unclassified guide for incorporating EBM protection into
Emergency Operating Centers.

-----, -EMP Threat and Protective Measures, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., 1970. This Technical Report presents a
.escript .of.a nuclear elecLr.umagnetic pulse etfecL on civil
defense activities and is primarily for technically oriented persons.

Osborn, Daniel C., et al., Large-Area Electron-Bean; Experiments,
IRT Corporation, San Diego, October 1976. This report contains
experimental and analytical descriptions of I121P produced with
electron beams. The basic objective of the work reported was to
obtain experimental data on space-charge neutralization in cavities,
to test the adequacy of the existing theoretical model.

Parks, G. S. & J. A. Martin, User's Manual for the ARES Facility,
Stanford Research Institu ý, Menlo Park, March 1973. An introduction
to the ARES (Advanced R =rch a•ectromagnetic Simulator) Facility is
"provided for assistance in evaluating the suitability of tne facility
for specific weapons systems EBI testing.
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Preview of DASA EMP Awareness Course - Design with EMP in Mind, lIT
Research Institute, 1971. Draft of Section X Summary of a course on
EMP awareness to be presented at Raytheon Company, Bedford, MA,
January 26 through 28, 1971.

Program to Examine Feasibility of EMP Testing of High Voltage Power
Lines,

Radasky, William A., An Examination of the Adequacy of the Three-
Species Air Chemistry Treatment for the Prediction of Surface-Burst
EMP, Mission Research Corporation, Santa Barbara, December 1975.
This report examines the adequacy of this treatment with respect to a
more comrlete solution of the air chemistry equations using the
DXHEM code.

Robb, J. D., Coordination of Lightning and EMP Protection in Airborne
Systems Design, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, (no date).
The material in this note emphasizes those aspects of lightning
protection which the EMP engineer cannot ignore in providing co-
ordinated lightning and EMP protection.

Schaubert, Daniel H., et al., A Measurement Technique for Determining
the Time-Domain Voltage Resnonse of UHF Antennas to EMP Excitation,
"Harzy Diamond, Labs, Adeipn! MD, August 19,6. This report describes
the equipment and procedureL, used to test antennas. Some sources of
error are identified and discussed, and an error analysis is
performed on the test equipment.

Sheppard, T, J., Interface Circuit Protection in Satellite App!ica-
tions. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, July 1975. This
note is intended to outline ways to protect input/output circuitry
from damage or burnout due to electrical transients generated on
cables from EMP or SGEMP environments (radiation-induced).

-- o- e r-nzide~r-ticnz In Shield~ing of' Spacecraft Against th-e
Effects of EMP, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, May
1976. This note very briefly examines some of the fundamental factors
involved in consideration of satellite shielding. Many of these
factors are present in all shielding problems, and the material here
is introduced with this in mind for the design engineer.

Stettner, Roger, Analytic SGEMP Analysis for a Perfectly Conducting
Sphere, Mission Research Corporation, Santa aarbara, May 1976. ThLs
report is concerned with the analytic investigation of the electro-
magnetic portion of the SGEU' problem. In the SGEMP problem, photo-
electrons ejected fiom the surface of an object are source currents
for electromagnetic fields.
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------, Generalized Boundary Condition in SE1M, Mission Research
Corporation, Santa Barbara, October 27,1975. This report describes a
technique designed to model some structures which are not easily
handled with a spatial mesh and conventional boundary conditions.

------, A Non-Reflecting Electromagnetic Outer Boundary Condition for
Cylindrical Coordinates and the SGEMP Problem, Mission Research
Corporation, Santa Barbara, June 1975. The outer non-reflective
boundary conditions for the numerical solution of the full time
dependent set of Maxwell's equations for the SGEIP problem is
discu d.

------, On the Calculation of the Effects of Holes and Slots on SGEMP,
Mission Research Corporation, Sanita Barbara, October 1975. The IE1X
effects of two types of apertures are discussed for a satellite-type
system. The apertures are a slot electrically isolating one conducting
section o2 a system from another and a hole in the surface of the
system.

-----, Time Dependent, Analytic, Electromagnetic Solution for a
Hi~ghl ConductingSphere, Mission Research Corporation, Santa Barbara,
March 1976. This report is one of a continuing series of reports
dealing with the analytIc investigation of the SGEMP problem. In
particular, it is the first to deal with the electromagnetic
response of a conducting system.

Tasca, D. M., et al., EMP Surge Suppression Devices Utilizing Metal
Oxide Vrzistors for High Frequency Applications - Frial Technical
Reporc, General Electric Co., Valley Forge Space Center, Philadelphia,
'Narch 1976. This report summarizes the analytical and experimental
work performed in developing a surge suppression assembly for high
frequency applications utilizing metal oxide varistor materials. The
goal of this effort was the development of a terminal protection unit
for EMP protection whose insertion losses for normal signal condit-
ions do not exceed I db for signal frequencies up to 100 MIlz.

Uglum, John R., et al., Electron Beam IEDT Simulation Deve lo!met,
Simulation Physics, Inc., Burlington, MA, August 1975. This report
describes work performed to develop improved simulation sources for
IEMP studies.

Umashaakar, K. R. & Calnmeca M. Butler, A Numerical Solution Procedure
for Small Aperture _Itera~ l Fquations, University of Mississippi,
University, MS, January 1976. This note presents a procedure for
numerically solving a new set of integral equations which characterize
the electric field distributions (or equivalent magnetic current) in
a small aperture in a planar, perfectly conducting screen of infinite
extent.



Vance, Edward F., Electromagnetic-Pulse Handbook for Electric Power
Systems, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, February 4,1975.
This handbook provides formulas and data for evaluating coupling of
the high-altitude E1? to electric power systems and to facilities
served with commercial electric power.

Whitson, Arthur L., ngjlneering Techniques for Electromagnetic Pulse
Hardness Testing, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, September
16,1974. This text describes instrumentation and. test techniques
that are applicable for testing systems to determine the hardness of
electromagnetic pulse (EE?). The text describes energy sources,
simulation techniques, test instrumentation, and testing techniques.

Wilson, Andrew, Theoretical Studies of SGEMP Field Generation,
Systems, Science and Software, La Jolla, CA, December 1974. The
work described in this report is concerned primarily with the
calculation of IEMP and SGEMP fields in low-density media; the plasma
aspects are emphasized.

Wilton, D. R. & 0. C. Dunaway, Electromagnetic Penetration through
Apertures of Arbitrar Shape: Formulation and Numerictl Solution
Procedure, University of Mississippi, University, MS, August 1975.
A set of integral equations are derived for the equivalent magnetic
current in an apertmrc of arbitrary shape lying in an infinite
ground screen.

Wouters, L. F., EMP Protection En-ineerin•g-The Need for Documen-
tation, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA, March 1972.
The mraterial contained in this note represents both an introductory
and advisory type of contribution to a program sponsored by the
Defense Nuclear Agency at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. The
program is fundamentally oriented toward technology transfer and seeks
to compile and disseminate information concerning nuclear electro-
magnetic pulse protection engineering practices.
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE USFD IN COI'2ANY INTERVIEWS

1. How many substations are there on your system?

2. How many of these substations have supervisory control?

3. How many substations without supervisory control are attended?

4. How many unattended substations could be reached in time to

disconnect equipment in 15, 30 or 45 minutes?

5. What would be the impact on generating plants of the widespread

disconnection of loads?

6. How difficult and lengthy would start-up be after disconnection?

7. Do you consider this plan of Ew• feasible'?

8. What types of lightning arresters are applied in your system?

Where are they located?

9. If your system has supervisory control, what company manufacturas

the equipment?

10. What do you consider to be the most vLlnerable equipment on

your system to fast r3se-short duration transients?

'• " I: - I I I I I I I .. . II I I
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